Abstract. Bayesian Networks are proven to be a comprehensive model to describe causal relationships among domain attributes with probabilistic measure of conditional dependency. However, depending on a context, many attributes of the model might not be relevant. If a Bayesian Network has been learned across multiple contexts then all uncovered conditional dependencies are averaged over all contexts and cannot guarantee high predictive accuracy when applied to a concrete case. We are considering a context as a set of contextual attributes, which are not directly effect probability distribution of the target attributes, but they effect on "relevance" of the predictive attributes towards target attributes. In this paper we use the Bayesian Metanetwork vision to model context-sensitive feature relevance. Separating contextual and predictive features is an important task. In this paper we also consider three strategies of extracting context from relevant features, which are based on: part_of context, role-based context and interface-based context.
Introduction
A Bayesian network is a valuable tool for reasoning about probabilistic (causal) relationships [1] . A Bayesian network for a set of attributes X ={X1, …, Xn} is a directed acyclic graph with a network structure S that encodes a set of conditional independence assertions about attributes in X, and a set P of local probability distributions associated with each attribute [2] .
An important task in learning Bayesian networks from data is model selection [3] . The models-candidates are evaluated according to measured degree to which a network structure fits the prior knowledge and data. Than the best structure is selected or several good structures are processed in model averaging. Each attribute in ordinary Bayesian network has the same status, so they are just combined in possible models-candidates to encode possible conditional dependencies however many modifications of Bayesian networks require distinguishing between attributes, e.g. as follows:
• Target attribute, which probability is being estimated based on set of evidence.
• Predictive attribute, which values being observed and which influences the probability distribution of the target attribute(s).
• Contextual attribute, which has not direct visible effect to target attributes but influences relevance of attributes in the predictive model. A contextual attribute can be conditionally dependent on some other contextual attribute.
Causal independence in a Bayesian network refers to the situation where multiple causes provided by predictive attributes contribute independently to a common effect on a target attribute. Context specific independence refers to such dependencies that depend on particular values of contextual attributes.
In [4] , Butz exploited contextual independencies based on assumption that while a conditional independence must hold over all contexts, a contextual independence need only hold for one particular context. He shows how contextual independencies can be modeled using multiple Bayesian networks. Boutilier et al. [5] presents two algorithms to exploit context specific independence in a Bayesian network. The first one is network transformation and clustering. The other one is a form of cutset conditioning. This is done using reasoning by cases, where each case is a possible assignment to the variables in the cutset. The results of inference for all cases are combined to give the final answer to the query. Zhang [6] presents a rule-based contextual variable elimination algorithm. Contextual variable elimination represents conditional probabilities in terms of generalized rules, which capture context specific independence in variables. Geiger and Heckerman [7] present another method to exploit context specific independence. With the notion of similarity networks, context specific independencies are made explicit in the graphical structure of a Bayesian network.
Bayesian Multi-nets were first introduced in ( [8] ) and then studied in ( [9] ) as a type of classifiers. A Bayesian multi-net is composed of the prior probability distribution of the class node and a set of local networks, each corresponding to a value that the class node can take. A recursive Bayesian multinet was introduced by Pena et al [10] as a decision tree with component Bayesian networks at the leaves and was applied to a geographical data-clustering problem. The key idea was to decompose the learning Bayesian network into learning component networks.
In our previous work [11, 12] , is the multilevel probabilistic meta-model (Bayesian Metanetwork), has been presented, which is an extension of traditional BN and modification of recursive multinets. It assumes that interoperability between component networks can be modeled by another BN. Bayesian Metanetwork is a set of BN, which are put on each other in such a way that conditional or unconditional probability distributions associated with nodes of every previous probabilistic network depend on probability distributions associated with nodes of the next network. We assume parameters (probability distributions) of a BN as random variables and allow conditional dependencies between these probabilities. Algorithms for learning Bayesian Metanetworks were discussed in [13] . In [18] we presented another view to the Bayesian Metanetwork by presenting the concept of attribute "relevance" as additional (to an attribute value probability) computational parameter of a Bayesian Network. Based on computed relevance only a specific sub-network from the whole Bayesian Network will be extracted and used for reasoning.
The rest of paper organized as follows. In Section 2 we first provide basic architecture of the Bayesian Metanetwork for managing Attribute Relevance and appropriate reasoning formalism behind the concept, summarizing [18] . Section 3 provides three major strategies of contextual features selections for Bayesian Metanetwork, which are based on: part_of context, role-based context and interfacebased context. We conclude in Section 4.
Bayesian Metanetwork for Managing Attributes' Relevance
Relevance is a property of an attribute as a whole, not a property of certain values of an attribute. This makes a difference between relevance and probability, because the last one has as many values as an attribute itself. Another words, when we say probability, we mean probability of the value of the attribute, when we say relevance, we mean relevance (probability to be included to the model) of the attribute as whole. Consider the general case of managing relevance ( ψ X1 = P(ψ(X1) = "yes"); ψ X2 = P(ψ(X2) = "yes"); …; ψ XN = P(ψ(XN) = "yes");
Let's estimate P(Y) according to [18] :
Relevance Bayesian Metanetwork can be defined on a given predictive probabilistic network as it shown in Fig. 2 . It encodes the conditional dependencies over the relevancies. Relevance metanetwork contains prior relevancies and conditional relevancies. Considering such definition of relevance metanetwork over the predictive network it is clear that the strict correspondence between nodes of both network exists but the arcs do not need to correspond strictly (as shown in Fig.2 ). It means that relevancies of two variables can be dependent, although their values are conditionally independent and vice versa (Fig. 3) . So, the topologies of the networks are different in general case.
Contextual level
Predictive level In a relevance network the relevancies are considered as random variables between which the conditional dependencies can be learned. For example in Fig. 4 , the probability of target attribute Y can be computed as follows:
Multilevel Context Extraction for Bayesian Metanetworks
Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant features of the domain objects is, of course, extremely important for the decision making within that domain. However another problem, to sort relevant features either to contextual or to predictive ones, is as much important too. As we can see from e.g. Bayesian Metanetworks above, contextual and predictive features have different roles in the model and present on different levels of its organization.
The theories of context according to [14] can be divided into two general types: the first, which sees context as a way of partitioning a global model of the world into smaller and simpler pieces; the second, which sees context as a local theory of the world in a network of relations with other local theories, can be considered as more general than the first one. On the other hand, contexts can be considered as local (i.e. not shared) models that encode a party's subjective view of a domain [15] . This makes contexts comparable and in some sense opposite to ontologies, which are considered as shared models of some domain that encode a view which is common to a set of different parties [16] . Contexts and ontologies have both strengths and weaknesses. It was argued in [17] that the strengths of ontologies are the weaknesses of contexts and vice versa. In [17] the attempt was made to contextualize the ontologies by acquiring certain useful properties that a pure shared approach cannot provide. The result is Context OWL (C-OWL), a language whose syntax and semantics have been obtained by extending the OWL to allow for the representation of contextual ontologies.
The above definitions are giving some hints on how to split the domain description (without complex mathematical processing) to predictive and contextual features, assuming that the goal is to enable reliable decision making based on Bayesian Metanetwork within that domain. In this chapter we consider three strategies of extracting context from relevant features, which are based on: part_of context, rolebased context and interface-based context.
Part_of Context Extraction
It is known that it is more reliable to make decisions concerning any domain object if to take into account the environment within which this object is placed. For example in industrial applications related to condition monitoring, remote diagnostics, predictive maintenance, etc., it is really important to sense not only parameters of the machine (device) in question but also to measure the environmental conditions in which this machine is operating (See Fig. 4) .
Fig. 4.
To make diagnostics or to predict performance of some industrial machine it is reasonable to collect both: parameters measured directly from the machine and also parameters of the working environment of the machine The attributes of the object and the attributes of its environment have different role in decision making process. If the first ones usually directly affect on the outcome (diagnosis, prediction, etc) and can be called "predictive" attributes, but alternatively the second ones most likely affect on the choice of right decision model for the diagnostics or prediction and can be called "contextual" attributes.
In general, the environment for any domain object is one or several other objects, which include this domain object as their part. For example, a department has some faculty as an environment, a wheel has some car as an environment, an arm has some body as an environment, player Andriy Shevchenko has "Chelsea" football club as an environment, etc.
The idea of the part_of context extraction is based on known hierarchy of the nested domain objects. If object A is part of object B (i.e. connected with part_of relation on a semantic network), then all predictive attributes of object B will be contextual attributes for object A. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where a sample of domain model represented by RDF 1 -based semantic network is shown. Also it is shown nested view to part_of relation, which is also often used to visualize nested hierarchies. Using terminology of Semantic Web, in this example we have two resources: (a) Resource k, which is part of Resource i , has two datatype properties (property q with value m and property p with value s), and (b) Resource i itself with property n with value r. Actually we have four RDF statements: two about resource k based on two properties part_of and property_n , and two about resource i based on two properties property_q and property_p. In [19] the extension of RDF called CDF (Context Description Framework) is considered that allows making RDF statements in a context of some other RDF statements using for that true_in_context property for RDF statements (a kind of reification), and the value of this property is generally a contained of RDF statements. The CDF graph for the example above in also presented in The approach for feature separation described above is naturally recursive due to nested hierarchy of the domain provided by part_of relation. If object A is part of object B and B is part of object C, then according to previous definitions it is true that: (a) predictive attributes of object B are in the same time contextual attributes of object A; (b) predictive attributes of object C are in the same time contextual attributes of object B. The above implies that the attributes of object C are in the same time meta-contextual attributes of object A.
A domain object generally can be part of several other objects. In this case its context should inherit all properties of its "parents". For example if John is part of two objects "Golf Club" and "Symphonic Orchestra". Thus the properties of John (e.g. age) should be considered in the context of all properties of the Golf Club and of the Symphonic Orchestra.
Role-Based Context Extraction
Another approach for context extraction is related to such domain objects, which are proactive components of some organizations or business processes. Most often this is applied to humans or intelligent agents. Such objects play certain roles in their organization or in their business process. The natural context for such objects descriptions can be the description of their current role (goals, duties, responsibilities, behavior, commitments, policies, etc.). In case if some object is in the same time member of several organizations (or processes) then all integrated duties should form the context of this object and possible contradictions should be resolved (see Fig. 6 ). Fig. 6 . The example of the proactive object (human resource), which is part of several organization and which is playing different roles in each of them. The context of this object should include the description of these roles (duties, commitments, responsibilities, etc).
As we can see some lady is the member (i.e. part of) several organizations (family, office, volleyball team, women's club). According to part_of hierarchy the context for this lady description should include descriptions of all these organizations (similarly as with John in previous example). However the important part of the context will be also the description of the roles and appropriate duties the lady plays in these organizations (e.g. wife in the family, defender in the team, concursant in the club, manager in the office, etc.). The specific feature of the role-based context is that some commitments and duties related to someone's roles in different organizations can be contradictory and that is an important task of appropriate decision-making tools to resolve such contradictions.
Consider two challenges related to part_of hierarchies and appropriate contexts. The first one is the fact that the part_of domain structuring (clustering), as well as any other domain ontology engineering, is essentially subjective. This means that the same object described according to two different domain ontologies will have two different sets of not only predictive features but also contextual ones. The second challenge is that part_of hierarchies are generally dynamic and this result to the fact that the context is the function of time. For example certain object can proactively move from organization to organization, recreate commitments, change duties etc. This means that appropriate decision support system should take into account such temporal (and spatial also) dynamics of the contexts as well as its subjectivity.
Interface-Based Context Extraction
Another interpretation of a context and its influence to relevance of the domain objects' features is related to domain objects visualization through graphical user interfaces. We base on assumption that each interface is designed to certain category of users to provide them access to certain information needed to perform certain goaldriven activity. This means that the information about the same domain object being shown in different interface should be selected according to the goals assumed by each particular interface. Thus each interface can be considered as a kind of context, which affect on the set of relevant features of objects to be visualized through it.
In the example in Fig. 7 we are considering aircraft as domain object and we have three interfaces (i.e. three contexts) for presenting aircraft information to the users. The first one is for representing spatial information (Google Maps), the second one is pilots' control panel for representing aircraft operational parameters during the flight; and the third one is the aircraft design e-manual for aircraft manufacturers. Each interface is considered as a context, which affect on which parameters of the aircraft is reasonable to show through this interface. It is evident that not all possible parameters of the aircraft are relevant for the presentation of the aircraft in each of these particular interfaces.
One of specific features of such context-based visualization can be also "zooming relevance", which means that zooming of the interface screen (e.g. map view) may also lead to changes of parameters relevancy for the same domain objects on the screen. 
Conclusions
Bayesian Networks are proven to be a comprehensive model to describe causal relationships among domain attributes with probabilistic measure of appropriate conditional dependency. However, depending on task and context, many attributes of the model might not be relevant. If a Bayesian Network has been learned across multiple contexts then all uncovered conditional dependencies are averaged over all contexts and cannot guarantee high predictive accuracy when applied to a concrete case. We are considering a context as a set of contextual attributes, which are not directly effect probability distribution of the target attributes, but they effect on a "relevance" of the predictive attributes towards target attributes. Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant features of the domain objects is extremely important for the decision making, however another problem, to sort relevant features either to contextual or to predictive ones, is as much important too. In this paper we consider three strategies of extracting context from relevant features, which are based on: part_of context, role-based context and interface-based context. The two challenges has been mention related to these strategies. The first one is the fact that domain models (providing the part_of hierarchies), or organizational roles distribution, or interface modeling, etc., are essentially subjective. This means that the same object described according to two different domain ontologies will have two different sets of not only predictive features but also contextual ones. The second challenge is that such contexts are generally dynamic. These challenges require from appropriate decision support system (e.g. based on Bayesian reasoning) to take into account such temporal (and spatial also) dynamics of the contexts as well as its subjectivity. The approaches to handle context described in this paper have been applied within SmartResource and UBIWARE projects 2 . In these projects we extended RDF to be applied to semantic annotation and visualization of dynamic and context sensitive resources [19] of different nature, as well as behavior and roles of these resources in various industrial business processes.
